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Quick Takes
● Risk Assets Resume Selloff. Risk assets posted
another negative month as the market selloff
resumed on the heels of Powell’s hawkish Jackson
Hole speech.
● Inflation Rolls Over and Rates Go Higher. After
Powell’s warning comments, the yield on the 10-year
resumed its ascent which pulled down bonds and
equities alike. This all occurred despite inflation
showing its initial signs of cooling. Inflation’s impact
on monetary policy seems to be the main deterrent
from markets

Asset Class Performance

● Greenback Continues Grind Higher. The dollar spent
most of the month grinding higher but finally
retreated from its high the final few days of the
month. Despite this last-minute retreat, the
greenback remains near record high levels.
● Labor Markets and Inflation. The Unemployment
Rate fell to 3.5% as the jobs market retained its
robustness despite the recent rate hikes conducted
by the Fed. Inflation, as measured by CPI, showed its
initial signs of relenting its stubborn climb higher, but
Powell warned that the war on rampant inflation
was far from over.

To the relief of many market participants, inflation, as measured by the CPI, finally rolled over. Despite this positive
signal, markets turned negative as Powell warned that the battle against inflation was far from over. Equities and
Bonds both posted an abysmal month, but Emerging Markets equities were able to eek out a positive month.
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Markets & Macroeconomics
Inflation Finally Rolls Over

Inflation Lands Softer Than Expected
Change in Consumer Price Index Year over Year

Source: Bureau of Labor statistics, Bloomberg

Giving market participants a reason to cheer, inflation, as
measured by the Consumer Price Index (“CPI”), came in
cooler than expected at +8.5% versus survey estimates of
+8.7% on the headline year-over-year measure. While one
positive data reading certainly does not make a trend, this
could be the initial sign that the Fed’s tightening of monetary
policy is beginning to work its way through the economy.
Rather than taking the stage to declare victory, Chairman
Powell’s commentary at the Fed’s Jackson Hole Economic
Symposium was decisively hawkish, warning market
participants that further actions will likely be necessary to
achieve price stability and return inflation to the Fed’s longterm target range of around +2.0%. Powell warned that swift
decisive action is preferred, rather than a longer period of
softer action. After Powell’s comments, interest rates
resumed their climb higher with the yield on the 10-Year
Treasury jumping up +54bps for the month, landing at 3.19%
and the yield on the 2-Year Treasury rose even more at
+61bps for the month, ending at 3.49%. With interest rates
climbing higher again, equity and bond valuations alike
suffered for the month of August. Almost every risk asset
class was in the red for the month with growth equities being
amongst one of the worst performers. To achieve higher

levels of growth, these companies must often source capital
from the debt markets. With interest rates grinding higher,
this makes the cost of capital to these companies more
expensive and thus a lower valuation is demanded by the
market. Additionally, labor markets remain tight with the
unemployment rate hitting 3.70% at the August reading,
however that data is backward looking and is often revised at
later readings as data becomes available. Many companies
have announced hiring freezes, if not outright employee
layoffs. So, it remains to be seen if the Fed’s actions have
been sufficient to cool the labor markets to a more
sustainable level of matching labor demand with labor supply.
Bottom Line: Inflation showed the initial signs of cooling,
but the Fed warned that the battle was far from over and
more decisive action in the short-term is preferred to a
longer-term softer approach. Labor markets continued to
show resilience in remaining tighter than the Fed would like,
but this may be due to the delay in available data as many
companies have announced hiring freezes or even layoff
plans. The combination of these events led market
participants to return to selling and risk assets tumbled for
the month of August.

©2022 Prime Capital Investment Advisors, LLC. The views and information contained herein are (1) for informational purposes only, (2) are not to be taken
as a recommendation to buy or sell any investment, and (3) should not be construed or acted upon as individualized investment advice. The information
contained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable but is not guaranteed as to its accuracy or completeness. Investing involves risk.
Investors should be prepared to bear loss, including total loss of principal. Diversification does not guarantee investment returns and does not eliminate
the risk of loss. Past performance is no guarantee of comparable future results.
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What’s Ahead

Hawkish Fed’s Warning of Inflation Expectations
With inflation, as measured by CPI,
showing its first signs of cooling off, the
Fed cautioned market participants from
getting overly excited with his hawkish
Jackson Hole commentary. As previously
mentioned, his comments warned market
participants that the Fed will favor swift
and decisive action rather than dragging
out the battle against rampant inflation
over a longer period. Additionally, Powell
warned about inflation expectations and
how those expectations could become a
self-fulfilling prophecy where market
participants change their short-term
behavior due to their future expectations
of where inflation will land. Powell went
on to further claim that long-term
inflation expectations have been well
anchored by market participants to
approximately in-line with the Fed’s longterm target, which indicates that market
participants believe the Fed will
eventually successfully tame inflation.
Short-term inflation expectations have
remained more volatile as the chart
below illustrates. Over the past year, the
1-year median forecast for inflation has
whipsawed and ultimately climbed higher
and higher until the most recent reading
settled a little north of 6.22% as of
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07/31/2022. According to Powell’s
comments, it appears that the Fed will be
keeping a close eye on inflation
expectations, especially those of a
shorter-term nature, to gauge how
market participants are interpreting the
effectiveness of the Fed’s monetary
tightening policy and the Fed will use this
interpretation to predict how market

Inflation Expectations
1-Year Median Inflation Expectations

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Bloomberg

participants’ behavior may change in the
short-term in reaction their monetary
tightening. As the Fed attempts to
wrangle inflation, market participants are
hopeful that robust consumer balance
sheets will help shelter the US economy
as the Fed attempts to engineer a “soft
landing”, where growth slows to a more
sustainable level without sending the
economy into a recession. As illustrated in
the chart above, consumer balance
sheets are off their record high levels at
the last reading, but remain substantially
higher than pre-pandemic levels,
suggesting that consumers could likely
absorb the effects of tightening monetary
policy without detrimental effects to their
net worth.
Bottom Line: While inflation showed the
first signs of cooling, the Fed warned
that the battle was far from over and
that they would closely monitor inflation
expectations
amongst
market
participants and how that may affect
consumer behavior. With consumer
balance sheets off, but very close to,
record high levels, it appears that
consumers will be able to weather and
potentially prevent the US economy
from entering into a sustained level of
economic contraction.
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Equity Themes
What Worked, What Didn’t

● Small over Large and Growth over Value. Small Cap equities offered some downside protection from the
selloff in August falling -205bps while Large Cap equities fell by -384bps. Value equities outperformed Growth
equities as rates ascended for the month.
● Low Vol and Momentum Outperform. Low Volatility equities were in the red for the month, but much less
than their High Beta peers and Momentum outperformed Quality equities for the month of August.
● Domestic over International, Emerging over Developed. Domestic equities outperformed their International
peers by a small margin, but both were deeply in the red for the month of August. Emerging Markets were one
of the only equity categories in the green for the month, up a meager 42bps for the month.
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Bond Themes
What Worked, What Didn’t

● Rates Spike. Longer Dated bonds suffered as rates resumed their ascent on the back of Powell’s Jackson Hole
speech as he warned that the battle to combat rampant inflation was closer to beginning than ending.
● Inflation Adjusted Underperforms, Credit Outperforms. TIPS faltered as CPI rolled over for the month of
August and Credit easily outperformed Long Duration Treasuries.
● Munis Outperform Taxables and Domestic Outperforms International. Munis, while still negative for the
month of August, outperformed their taxable peers and International bonds plummeted almost -500bps for the
month of August, compared to Domestic bonds only being down 283bps for the month.
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Asset Class Performance

The Importance of Diversification. From period to period there is no certainty what investment will be the best,
or worst, performer. Diversification mitigates the risk of relying on any single investment and offers a host of longterm benefits, such as less portfolio volatility, improved risk-adjusted returns, and more effective compounding.
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